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A. Introdiiction.

At the moment that the American astronauts were on their journey to the
moon, one of them (Armstrong expressed , that, looking out of space, he was
amazed of the beauty of the "lovely blue planet" beneath him. It seems, that for
the first time people (also worldwide by television) were looking with different eyes
at the preciousness of the vulnerable, lovely blue planet', their home !

At the same occasion he also remarked, that, however they had a feeling of
eternity in the wide space, they had not yet met "God" out there. These remarks are
significant for the modem times, in which technical progress goes hand in hand with
areduction ofreligious conviction. "Ifmankind is already able to conquer the space
and land on the moon, why should we longer believe inan omnipresent God, who is
invisible and not scientifically to be proven? ", could have been the mindset.

Actually, this big historical event was ushering a new era in the awareness of
planet-conservation and the upcoming environmental movement in the late 60-ties.
The 'Report of Rome', concerning the threats of the devastation of out planet,
became the alarm-bell. I want explicit these remarks a little bit more in order to
approach my above -mentioned subject.

B. The Four Bealms of Creation —The ^ts of God.
When Godcreated Earth, there were four realms provided, which were to be

divided In:

1. the mineral,

2. the vegetative,
3. the animal,

4. the human.

God gave the task to the human beings to make USE of first three, and at the
same time to tiikp. care of it.The mineral world is theworld of stones, including the
mineral resources, like iron, oil and every thing, which could bedelved. We might as
well add: water andair, because these also consist of mineral elements. Thevegeta
tive is the world ofplants, trees and everything, which is growing in a certain bio
logical environment (biotope). The animal world contents all animal species from
the most simple until with the most developed. There is a strong relation between
all 4realms; none of them can exist onits own, except for the mineral. Minerals are
locally subjected, so to say: "dead objects".

Plants are also locally bound, but are "growing, living and somehow breathing
creatures" Animals are moving (although bound to aspecific ^bitat), growing, breath
ing and living creatures, they do not "think, but have to "obey their instincts.
However the higher developed animal creatures posses a'soul' (Latin: animus=soul)
, this soul is stdU aso caUed "group-soul", which is primarily focused to react on the
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stgnals and conditions of a defined environment.
The human being is "free", not bound to a certain environment. He differs

with the animal realm, because he is thinking and able to create. That is why he is
standing upright (homo erectus^ and able to use his hands to create, not only for
'forwards-moving', like all animals do. Human beings are also "free", because they
are able to deny their (^oup-) instincts: which gives him the possibility to become
an individuality.

In fact human being has all three other realms incorporated in it-self:We have
bones consisting of minerals. We have a breathing system, similar to the vegetative
world. We have our surviving instincts, and we also have obvious elements of the
group-soul, similar to the animal world. But, above this we are gifted with thinking,
imagination, and spirituality;

This last, fourth component makes us superior to the former three realms and
simultaneously makes us responsible for the lower three realms. With this in mind
we come back to our topic: environment and religion.

Use and abuse of what the world is offering us.
We stated, that the human being is disposed with consciousness, awareness

of what he is doing. However, in practice this not for 100% true; for a great deal we
live on our instincte and are handling things almost automatic. From the moment,
that I wake up in the morning, until I reach tiie campus-site, I don't have to "think"
so very hard. I wash my self, have my breakfast, use my transport etc. etc., day in
,day out I can rely on my previous ej^eriences, my habits, so to say my "under-
consciousness".

But in principle we can reflect on what we are doing,, we can make a change
and we can create a new way of doing, living. So, what about my relation to the
environment? Am I constantly aware of how I am affecting the world around me?
Or in other words, that I am using well, or rather abusing the riches of the earth?
The borderline between right or wrong, good use or abuse, is often very thin.

I give an example:
If I eat my daily rice, I'm not always thinking of: the origin of the product, the

farmer,who planted the rice-plants, workingunder the burning sun and in the heavy
earth of the rice-fields, the sun and the rain, which make the seeds growing.

perhaps I would remind these in my prayers before eating my mea^ I am not
even thinking of the fiict that the farmer has to use fertilizers, with possible envi
ronment-endangering chemicals. Usually, it is enough for me to go to the shop, find
a good price for the product and hope that it's quality (taste) doesn't disappoint me.

My consciousnessis not going that deep.
Another example:
If I buya pencilin the shop, I do the same thing: I look at the price, the quality
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and features ofthe product. May-be this pencil is good for about 1year^ and than I
have to buy anew one. Again, my consciousness about the origin (production) of
the pencH is not so very much involved. But ifI take acloser look, I might conclude
the following: The wooden part of the pencil is made of trees (probably tropical
rain-wood trees of Kalimantan), The leaden part of the pencil could have its origin
from Russian mining. The paint on the outside of the pencil could have been pro
duced using an oil-paint product from the USA. Just buying one simple pencil con
nects us with the whole world! It is nowadays notpossible to demand only national
products; Mostly widiout our awareness, we have daily consumption (—connec
tion) ofmany products, which have a foreign origin. This is an effect ofwhat we
call: "globalization".

Ofcourse, as consumers, we have the right to select our products well, butit
doesn't make sense to think, thata single person or nation could stand onhis own;
In fact, we are very dependent oninternational resources, producers, transporters,
retailers and so on. As consumers we are the lastlinkin the chain. Howimportant
tbts is, we can hardly imagine, but it is without any doubt, that the consumers have
the most powerful role in the circle producer-consumer. And the highest responsi
bility! There is astatement, which says:" ifwe buy just one simple wooden pencil,
we should hear one tree falling cut down!" (a true fact, because we are responsible
for initiating a process). The 2 examples above are concerning mineral and vegeta
tive sources; We could easily extend this to the consumption of animal products: If
I eat apiece of meat, than do I think of all circumstances, under which the animal
is grown up? Do I think of the farmer and slaughter, who play an important role in
the food-production ?

Not always! Perhaps avegetarian is more conscious about these things, which
make him decide tonot consume animal food, because hecannot accept the suffer
ing of the bred animals'.(Or is avegetarian just worrying about his private health ?)

Anyway, we can look &om different points of view at the proper use of the
earth-riches .

C 'Bco-nligion.
Now I would like to continue on how we can 'take good care of (preserve)

our planet. Since the scientist TMewton' described the laws of gravitation, he was
probably not aware, that he was evoking acomplete new view on the world, merely
based on the physical laws. Spiritual influences became doubtful, and were not longer
rewarded as:

'scientific' arguments.

We can see this for example in the development of medical science:
The human body is regarded as acomplicated 'machine', the heart is akind of
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mechanical pump, the brains are a kind of sophisticated computer. We cannot deny
the gain of the huge evolution in nature-sciences; people are able to approach prob
lems by thinking in 'exact* terms, the research in all disciplines of science made an
enormous progress, we can even conquer the space!

Also the other, such as psychological and social sciences took their advantage
"of the modern insights, however they became primarily based on the paradigm's
and research-methods of nature-science.

We could state that the 'soul', (the spiritual and theological aspect) in science
is not longer alive. Eventually, we have become very smart in 'calculating investiga
tion':

'We can measure with what speed an apple is falling from a tree, but the
question "why" and "how" it is possible, that an apple is growing on a tree is not a
scientific "item" anymore, because this is a spiritual theme and doesn't lead to 'sci
entific evidence' The conclusion is that we are 'rich' and 'poor* at the same time. In
eadier days people were still conscious of the 'spiritual' values in nature.

They worshipped rocks, trees and animals as spiritual manifestations of the
higher world (Animism). They tried to live 'in balance' with nature and took 'good
care' of it all. Eco-theology was not a matter of scientific study, but a way of living.
Mankind in former times still had a 'holistic' view; they were making use of the
earth' riches and simultaneously taking care of it.

They were regarding life as a big "continuum": not only thinking selfishly, but
also about the lives of their children and grandchildren. And since believe in rein
carnation was wide-spread (70% of the people on earth still do), people were also
concerned about their next life on earth. (In this framework we could discuss the
question, if a too strong focus on the believe in 'the end of times' ('KiamatQ is
rather apologizingpeople for the current destruction of the earth in stead of inspir
ing us to preserve our planet)

Unfortunately we cannot go back in the past; movements , hke "back to na
ture" or "small is beautiful" are not a realistic answer on the current problems,
which we are facing in our relation to nature.

We have to involve modern science, modern techniques in our efforts to man
age the environmental problems. We have to look at things from a global point of
view.

And most of all: we constantly halve to be conscious about' why' and 'what*
and 'how' we are doing : what are the assumed consequences, the effects on large
scale and for the long period? The good use and the abuse, the good care for the
future? That is everybody's responsibility; not only the producers (industry) or the
government And the modern information-era gives us the possibility to become
'aware' of facts behind it all.
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It also 'sharpens' our way of thinking; our intellectual competences could
also be applied to spiritual considerations. The word "re-ligion" actually means: re
= a new, ligare = relate, in other words: Create a new relation with the spiritual
reality.

This isnot only limited to ourpersonal, straight relation to God (by praying),
but also includes ourrelation to the threelower reigns(see above), which also should
be respected as god's creation .

Just for example:
Would it be possible, that if we use a factory-made pencil, we still will be

conscious about the spiritual side of this simple material ? If we eat rice, would we
remind the spiritual origin of this plant? If yes, we are speaking about 'eco-religion'
in narrower sense, according to my opinion.

D. 'Religious Bco-Bducalion,
It is clear that education has a great task in getting conscious about our envi

ronment. Yet, it should beimplemented ina proper way. Theattitude of children is
a sensitive one, they are easily to be influenced. What we can 'invest' today in
young people, will be fruitful in the future. Like in all subjects in education we
really have to be aware of Vhy, what and how' we are bringing our programs. For
example, I don't think, that it makes sense, ifwe hurden' our young children too
much by confronting them with the many human failures made inthe environment
All these big calamities could make them pessimistic and angry for two reasons:
1. Children in the school-age are not yet ready to fully understand the relation

between the causes and the consequences;

2. Children are inclined to react impulsively; if they see injustice or suffering, they
immediately want to do something about it And in many cases ofenvironmen
tal disasters they simply cannot do anything, because they don't have the means
and competences for it Thatworks out frustrating.

So, what kind of curriculum-contents we should prefer tobring in our schools?
Inmy opinion, the keyword for environmental education is: "Teach the children to
love the earth and all what lives on it". This is nothing less than a religious com
mand! And, this is notavague message; there are many ways and things, which are
appropriate to realize this magnificent educational target

I doubt, if aweekly sweeping of the S.D-schoolyard has something to do with
environmental education. But it is still better than teaching the children out of
theoretical learning-books, in which they leam (?) so called scientific concepts of
nature. The contents of the many schoolbooks are only meant for cognitive memo
rization and hardly inspire young people to find an emotional relation to their envi
ronment. It is better to spare these science-oriented subjects for he secondary levels
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of education, where this could become background- theory supporting the practi
cal study of nature.

If we want young children learn to love the earth, we should conduct a spiri
tually- based approach. We should appeal to the 'soul', the hearts of out children.
How might this be done? Children in the primary school-age are in the first place
busy to discover the world, beginning from the smaller environment to the larger.
They learn with triple H =Head, Heart and Hands, or the three aspects: cognitive ,
emotional and motor-. Learning always starts with the last two: this is what we call
a "psycho-motor-" , or operational learning-approach".

Best results in education are achieved by "Learning by Doing". This means,
that we should give them room to discover and experience as much aspossiblcy
beforeweattach the 'dead* intellectual definitions and axiom's.A school- book
widi a written explanation of the co2- oxygen-assimilation of trees (in scientific
terms, class 3 SD!), has no educational value . It becomes: "dead knowledge". Not
to speak about the non-emotional impact

Instead of that, why not organize experiments, small nature-projects (garden
ing etc), in which all children, also the less-intellectual-talented can participate ?
This also offers many possibilities for the very needed social interaction in educa
tion: working together in a project is far more social than learning social rules out of
a school-book.

Another keyword for aU kind of education in primary levels is the "artistic
approach":

The emphasis in the general development of children in the lower school-age
is still laid on emotional growth (EQ). This is fimdamental for the later cognitive
development. In other words: "smart brains, without a good emotional balance, is a
not required situation". It can even become dangerous. If we are able to transform
our education-model towards an "artistic" way of learning, we already could sup
port the emotional needs of children.

How? By implementing many art-activities in education, so that the heart and
hands are sufficiently involved. We can learn about our world by way of: singing,
drawing, painting, theater, designingand takingcare of an eco-environment-project,
even mathematics could be taught on an artistic way. Art should not be regarded as
lost time', because the results are sometimes not measurable in school-notes.

Art is a highly legitimate component of our society, which can become a
spiritual counter-balance for the one-sided materialism with all its negative aspects
for our eco-system. Eco-theology will not be a merely academic discussion, but can
become contributive to human'and earth, if we are capable to incorporate it in our
daily-life, starting with education.
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E. Conclusion:

I hope this article contributed to the theme ofthis edition of Millah. Religion
and Environment are not to be separated entities. The science and study of both
could raise our consciousness in all aspects of: "Quahty of life and life-hood"; In
education we should adjust our targets (environmental awareness) to the psycho
logical development-stages of the target-group. If we are able to plant love for die
earth in the hearts of children, we are applying religion in a concrete way. To come
back to the introduction-story of the Apollo-astronauts, two things:
1. People think, that we have landed on the moon, which is partially true; but tiie

astronauts went to the moon in a very earth-conditioned 'cocoon', and have
never been disconnected with the life on earth. In other words; "they just brought
a litde piece of earth to the moon".

2. The most famous astronaut Armstrong made a radical change of mind after his
space-flights; he became a well-known activist in peace-movement and also an
'advocate' for environment-preservation.

He eventually got inspired byreligious introspection !
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